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Abstract 

The maximum spacing (MSP) method, introduced by Cheng and Amin (1983) 
and independently by Ranneby (1984), is a general method for estimating param
eters in univariate continuous distributions and is known to give consistent and 
asymptotically efficient estimates under general conditions. This method can be 
derived from an approximation based on simple spacings of the Kullback-Leibler 
information. 
In the present paper, we introduce a class of estimation methods, derived from 
approximations based on mth order spacings of certain information measures, i.e. 
the ^-divergences introduced by Csiszâr (1963). The introduced class of methods 
includes the MSP method as a special case. A subclass of these methods was 
considered earlier in Ranneby and Ekström (1997), i.e. those based on first 
order spacings. Here i t is found that such methods can be improved by using 
high order spa cings. We al so show that the suggested methods give consistent 
estimates under general conditions. 1 
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1 Introduction 
The (^-divergences, introduced by Csiszâr (1963) as information-type measures, 
have several statistical applications and among these estimation. Csiszâr (1977) 
described how the distribution of a discrete random variable can be estimated 
using an approximation of a ^-divergence. In the present paper, it is described 
how this can be done in the (absolutely) continuous case. 

Let Pe, 0 G 0, be a family of probability measures dominated by the Lebesgue 
measure fi. Denote the density (Radon-Nikodym derivative) of P$ with respect 
to fi by fo, i.e. fo(x) = (dPo/dfi){x), and denote the corresponding distribution 
function by F$, i.e. F$(x) = fo(x)dx. Let <f> denote an arbitrary convex 
function on the positive half real line. Then the quantity 

is called the (^-divergence of the probability measures Pg and Pgo. 
If 4>(x)  = — Ioga; and if £i,...,£n5 axe i.i.d. random variables from Pgo,  a 

consistent estimator of I<t,(Pe, Pgo) is then 

i è iog/'(6) 
n *=i /*>(£)* 

By finding the 0-value in 0 that minimizes this statistic, we obtain the well 
known maximum likelihood (ML) estimator. When <j>(x) is some function other 
than — log x, it is not so obvious how to approximate I<t>(Pe, Pe°) in order to obtain 
a statistic that can be used for estimation of parameters in univariate models. 

One solution to this problem was provided by Beran (1977), who proposed that 
foo should be estimated by a suitable nonparametric estimator /, e.g. a kernel 
estimator in the first stage, and in the second stage the estimator 0n of 0° should 
be choosed as any parameter value 0 in 0 that minimizes the approximation 

of I<f,(Pey Po o), where <j>(x) —11 — y/x\2, i.e. an approximation of the Hellinger dis
tance is minimized. The estimator 0n thus obtained is consistent, asymptotically 
efficient and minimax robust in Hellinger metric neighbourhoods of the given 
model. 

Here we propose another possibility, obtained by approximating Î Pq̂ Pqq) 
by 

;T^(P.(W - «Kw))). (i) 



where £(i) < ... <f(n) denotes the ordered sample of fi>.and where f(o) = 
—oo and £(n+i) = oo. Although at first sight this approximation is not of the 
"plug in" type, it should be noted that its heuristic justification lies in the fact 
that — ^i(£(j))) (assume m = 2fc—1 where k is a positive integer) is 
a nonparametric estimator of f$(x)/foo(x), x 6 [£(j+*-i)>£(j+*))- This estimator, 
a nearest neighbour density estimator, was introduced by Yu (1986). 

In this paper, we investigate the estimator of 0°, defined as any parameter 
value in 0 that minimizes the quantity in (1) for a given function <f> and a given 
value of m. Thus, by using different functions <f> and different values of m, we get 
different methods for statistical analysis. 

The ideas behind this proposed family of different est imation methods gen
eralizes the ideas behind the maximum spacing (MSP) method, as introduced 
by Ranneby (1984) (the same method was introduced from a different point of 
view by Cheng and Amin (1983)), and the ideas behind the generalized maximum 
spacing (GMSP) methods, introduced by Ranneby and Ekström (1997). 

Ranneby derives the MSP method from an approximation of the Kullback-
Leibler information, i.e. /^(P^,P^>) wit h <f>(x) = — Ioga:, based on simple spac-
ings. That is, the MSP estimator is defined as any parameter value in 0 that 
minimizes (1) with <t>(x) = — logs and m = 1. The MSP estimator has been 
shown, under general conditions, to be consistent, see e.g. Ranneby (1984), Shao 
and Hahn (1996) and Ekström (1996), and asymptotically efficient, see e.g. Ran
neby (1985) and Shao and Hahn (1994). In Ranneby and Ekström (1997), as 
well as in this paper, the estimation methods are derived from approximations of 
(^-divergences. However, they considered only a subclass of the estimation meth
ods proposed here, namely those based on simple spacings. As in Ranneby and 
Ekström, we call our methods GMSP methods. 

In the present paper it is proved that GMSP estimators are consistent un
der general conditions similar to those of Ranneby (1984) and Ekström (1996) 
for MSP estimators, and to those of Ranneby and Ekström (1997) for GMSP 
estimators based on simple spacings. We also briefly discuss the properties of 
GMSPE estimators. It is found that it is often advantageous to use high order 
spacings, especially for large sample sizes. 

2 Main results 
Let \I>(-) be some concave function on (i.e. \t(:r) = — <£(x)), and denote the 
approximation of —I^Pß^Pßo) = — I-Y(Pß, /fy>), based on spacings, by 5*^(0), 
i.e. 

4mnV) =  ̂I!]1 *(̂ (̂ (*-"0) - *>(&>))) • 
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The GMSP estimator of the true underlying parameter value 0° is defined as any 
parameter value in © that maximizes 5^(0). Since the GMSP estimator does 
not necessarily exist (supS€e S^(0) is not necessarily attained for any 6 € 0), 
we will investigate sequences ® for all n, satisfying 

>-*+s£2(P) 

where c* > 0 and cn —> 0 as n —^ +00. 
Note that S'^(ö) is always bounded from above, which is not the case for the 

likelihood. This allows consistent estimates to be obtained by GMSP methods 
where the ML method fails, for example for mixtures of normal distributions or 
for three parameter Weibull distributions. 

Before stating the assumptions under which consistency of 0^ will be proved, 
we need to introduce some notation. Define, for t he sequence of i.i.d. random 
variables ^1,^2? —>61 from /^(x), 6° 6 0, 

7/t(n, m) = (n + 1) • "the distance from & to the mth nearest observation to 
the right of (this distance is defined as +00 if & > f(n-m+i))> 

Z I (N ,  M ,  6 )  = ^ ~ F I  (6) j > » = !» •••»n 

and 

z(n,m,0,x,y) = (f9 (x + - Ft («)) . 

Let denote the joint probability distribution of (fi,77i(n,ra)), and let 
P(mi(x, Y) = P(m) (£1 < x, 7?i(n, m) < Y). It will be shown (under the assumption 
that FOO(X) is right-continuous /i-a.e.) that converges weakly to P(M\ where 

P{m)(x,y) = r f fto(u)e-»M«Uvdu, y > 0. (2) 
J — O O J O  \PL  — I J !  

Let p(m\x,y) denote the density function of P(m\x,y)y i.e. 

p(m)(x, y) = y > 0. 
(m —1J! 

The main idea behind the proof of consi stency of is to show that 5*^(0) 
converges, uniformly in 0, to 

rim)(0) = f f VP p(m)(x,y)dydx 
J  —O O J O  \  T YL J  

and then use an identifiability condition to conclude that 0^2 converges to 0°. 
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However, if ^ is not bounded from below, the uniform convergence of Sç^J(û) 
is a cumbersome problem, so the approach will be slightly different in this case. 
Here, a truncated version of S^(0) will be used in the proof, i.e. the terms 

*(^ (««<*->)-«««>))  

will be truncated from below by —M < 0, and the truncated version of S^(0) 
thus obtained will be shown to converge, uniformly in 0, to 

Tim ) (M,0)  =  j" j™ max M, p<m \x ,y)dydx.  

Also, when ^ is not bounded from below, we explicity need to show that (0°) 
converges to T^n\0°). 

Consistency of 0^ will be proved under the following set of assumptions: 

Assumption A\\ The true underlying density f$<>(•) is right-continuous fi-a.e.. 

Assumption A2: The function \P(<), t € R+, satisfies the following conditions: 

(i) ^ is strictly concave, 

(ii) ty(t)+/t -> 0 as t -»• 00, where \P(<)+ = max(0, 

(m; um r <> (-i = r * (i) > -00. 
64-1 Jo \mJ (m—1)! Jo \mj (m—1)! 

Assumption A3: For each 5 > 0, there exists a constant Mi = M\(S) such 
that sup9ee< T^1\MIì0) < T^n\0°), where 0{ = 0 \ {0 : \0 — Ö°| < £} . 

Remark If $ is bounded from below, assumption A3 can be stated as: for 
each S > 0, sup9ge< T^n\d) < T,jm^(0o). Note that, by Jensen's inequality, 
T^n\9) < T^m\d°), with equality if and only if fe(x) = /#o(ar) fi-a.e.. 

Assumption A4: Let ( X, Y) have the distribution function P^(x,y) defined 
in (2). For each e > 0 and r) > 0 there exists a finite number r = r(e, 17) of 
sets Kj = Kj(e,TJ) C R2, j = 1,2, ...,r and a partition of 0 into disjoint sets 
Oj = Oj(e, 77), j = 1,2, ...,r such that, for each j = 1,2, ...,r, 

(i) the boundary SKj  of the set Kj has Lebesgue-measure zero, 

(a) pw((x,Y)eKj)> l-r,, 
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(iii) lim sup sup \z(n, m, 0,x,y) — z(n, m, 0', x,y)| < e. n-+°° 0,0'€O> 

Example. Let F*(x) = = H((x — (i)/a), (/*,<t) € fi x fi+, where i/ is a 
distribution function with continuous density ft such that xA(x) -> 0 as x —• ±oo. 
Then, if ®(x) = logx or if Wis a strictly concave function, bounded from below 
and such that *S+(x)/x 0 as x -> oo, assumptions A\ — A4 are satisfied. 

The main results of the present paper are the following theorems: 

Theorem 1 £ef be a se quence of i.i.d. random variables with proba
bility measure PQ O, domin ated by fi. Then, if assu mption A2 is valid and if m is 
a fixed positive inte ger, S#?J(0°) converges in probability to T^n\0°) as n tends 
to infinity. 

Theorem 2 Let £1,62be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables wi th proba
bility measure P QO 6 {P$ : 0 G 0}, a fami ly of pro bability measures dominated by 
p. Then, if ass umptions A\ — A4 are valid and if m is a fixed positive integer, any 
sequence {0^2} converges in probability to the parameter value 6° as n -> 00. 

3 Discussion 
In Nordahl (1994, unpublished) asymptotic normality results for GMSP estima
tors based on simple spacings are obtained«, In Ranneby and Ekström (1997), 
these results are discussed and it was found that the lower bound in the Cramér-
Rao inequality is reached only for MSP estimates, that is, for GMSP estimates 
with \P(x) = logx and m = 1. Consequently, for GMSP methods with m = 1, we 
entail a loss of asymptotic efficiency when we base them on information measures 
other than the Kullback-Leibler information, 

on which the MSP estimator is based. 
However, statistical inferences are based only in part upon the observations. 

Another important base is formed by prior as sumptions about the underlying 
situation, i.e. about distribution models, randomness, independence etc.. In 
practical situations, with real data, these kind of assumptions are not supposed to 
be exactly true, they are mathematically convenient rationalizations. Therefore, 
there is a need for robust methods, that is, methods that behave "good" even 
under small deviations from the model assumptions. 

In Nordahl (1992), a simulation study is made of distributional robustness 
of some GMSP estimators based on simple spacings. The model used here is a 
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normal distribution with unknown location parameter, but the data are generated 
from an e-contaminated normal distribution. Nordahl found that the GMSP 
estimator based on the Hetlinger distance, 

( fZ l ( / ' w ) , / 1  -  ow*» 1 "! '**) '"> 

i.e. with \P(x) = —(1 — \/#)2, behaves "better" than the other GMSP estimators 
in the study, including the MSP estimator. That is, it is the estimator in the study 
that is least influenced by the contaminating distribution. On the other hand, this 
estimator, based on the Hellinger distance, has an asymptotic variance which is 
approximately 9% larger than that of the MSP estimator under the "true" model, 
i.e. when the underlying distribution that has generated the sample belongs to 
the assigned model that defines the estimator. 

However, by further simulations, we found that its performance can be im
proved under the true model, as well as when the underlying distribution deviates 
from the model, by using high order spacings. For insta nce, with second order 
spacings, the estimator based on the Hellinger distance has a variance that is 
approximately 4% larger than that of the MSP estimator for large sample sizes 
(under the true model). The corresponding result for 3rd order spacings is ap
proximately 3%, for 4th order spa cings approximately 2%, and if the order is 
as large as 10 less than 1%. There is a clear tendency, in an asymptotic sense, 
which suggests that larger orders of th e spacings are always better. That is, one 
should allow the order m of the spacings to increase to infinity with n at some 
suitable rate. This tendency has in fact been found to hold for all choices of 
^-functions (except \P(z) = logs) that have been under investigation so far , e.g. 
for ^-functions of the type ^(z) = za, 0 < a < 1. A difficult unsolved problem 
here is to find the optimum rate at which the order of the spacings m should 
increase with n. 

For the GMSP estimator based on the Kullback-Leibler information (\£(z) = 
logs), it is usually a disadvantage to use high order spacings. But, if we define 

= 0 if i < 1 and £(t) = 1 if i > n, then by using the statistic 

*S3<») = i.(««<*->) - -f«««))) 

rather than 5^(0), the behaviour of the estimates based on high order spacings 
are very close to those based on simple spacings. But an estimate based on higher 
order spacings has at least one advantage here: it is more robust to near ties. 

It has been found that ä(^2(0) may be advantageous also for other ^-functions 
than ^(x) = Ioga:. But at this point we do not know, i n general, when R^l(0) 
gives better results than 5^(0) and vice versa. However, it is easily seen that 
the estimates defined by are also consistent under the assumptions of 
Theorem 2 (the proof has to be changed only slightly). 
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4 Proofs 
Lemma 1 Let Eo, . . . 7 E n  independent standa rd exp onential random variables. 
Set Wj = Ej/(Eo + ... + En), j = 0, Then (Wo, ..., Wn) is distributed as 
the set of n +1 simple spacings determi ned by n independent uniform random 
variables E/i,...,{7n on [0,1], i.e. 

Proof See Pyke (1965). • 

Proof of Theo rem Jf. Let S > 0 and let Eo,En be independent standard expo
nential random variables. The terms in the sums 

are m-dependent, so a strong law for a-mixing random variables (Billingsley, 
1986, Exercise 27.20) implies that these sums converge almost surely to 

{ t / ( , +o -  U(i) : 0 < i <n} z U / ±  Ej :  0  <  i  <  n > .  

S<d<8 

and 

Y, inf $ •fr? -6<d<s 

and 

r inf 9 (-£-*) 
Jo -S<d<6 \m(l  + d)  J 

respectively. By assumption A 2  

lim Ts = limi, = T * f^dy = îf V°). 
44û «4« Jo \mj (m-1)! w v ' 

Hence, for each e > 0, there exists <So > 0 such that 

|rim)(0°)-r*, |<c /2 and |rim)(0-I*b| <e/2. (3) 
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Using the representation of uniform spacings (note that Fgo(^) is uniformly dis
tributed) in Lemma 1 yields 

> Tim ) (e°)  -  g) 

= p (:T* (-Ta/ (^SEi)) * ̂  
> P(&0 > T<T\(P)-e, è £-l| <*>) 

> 1 -P{&o< 4"V) -e)-P Ê*-l|>*) 

>l-p(& 0<£0-f)-p( |^£2*-l  as n-4oo,  (4)  

where the second inequality follows by an application of Bonferroni's inequality. 
Likewise, 

P (4^(0°) < 4m)(0°) + ej 

>1-p(3Ä 0>T*0  + | ) -p( |^££,-1 ><*°) -+ 1 3 3  n->oo.(5)  

Thus, combining (4) and (5) yields 

P (|sg(0°) - 4m)(d°)| < e) -» 1, n —• oo, 

which completes the proof of the theorem. • 

Lemma 2 Under assum ptions A2(i) and A2(ii), th e random function 

v$(Ni 9) = ~Ìt,max (°> *(«•'(»>m'ö)) - N) 
n i=i 

converges to zero for all elemen tary events , uniformly in n and 0, as N -» oo 
(i.e. supn>miS€© Vff{N,Ö) -* OJ. 

Proof Assume that is strictly increasing (if not, is bounded from above and 
the lemma follows trivially). Let t = (ti, t2, and 

«4» = 11 • = n+l> > o, i = . 

Then, by the definition of the z,-(n, m, 0)'s, 

sup Vy^(N, 0) < sup — ̂ 2 max (0, — N). 
n>m,9ÇQ ' n>m,t£An n ,'=j 
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Let Ln = {i € {1,2, ...,n} : $(*») > N} and let ln denote the number of elements 
in the set Ln. Using the fact that ^ is a concave function, we get 

SUP y^max(0, — N) < sup ~ Y] ~ 
n>m,t£An n ,=1 n>mtteAn n i£Ln n 

< sup — (ty (—7—Ì — N) = sup - (^(s) — N) 
^>9~1(N) n \ \ 'n / ' 1 (iV) s n 

where the right hand side tends to zero as N -> oo, since -> oo as 
N —> oo, and since #(*)/* -> 0 as t -» oo. This establishes the lemma. • 

Lemma 3 Under assumptions A2(i) and Azfii), the fun ction 

Vjm)(N, 0) = jH max ^0, ^ P(m)(*, y)<*y<& 

converges to zero , uniformly in 0, as N -> oo ('i .e. sup^ €@ V$m*(iV,0) —> 0^. 

Proof In Lemma 3 in Ranneby and Ekström (1997), it is shown that V^(iV,0) 
converges to zero, uniformly in 0, as N —> oo. By a change of variables 

4ro)(AT, 0) =jT jfmax^O, -7v) fi>(x)e-*'*Mdydx 

=Lco Io m a x (0 '  y(yM x ))~ N^) m  ^m — l ) ì  feo(x)e-m v />° l x )dydx.  

Now, since f-V"* < 

and so the result follows from Lemma 3 in Ranneby and Ekström (1997). • 

Lemma 4 Suppose that assumpti ons A\ , Ai(i) and A2(ii) are sat isfied. Then, 
for every fixed 0 € 0 and ever y fixed M 6 i2+, the rando m function 

T<$(M,0) = ±£max(-M, *(*•(«, m,0))) 
n ,=i 

converges in probability to T^n\M^9), as n -> oo. If, in add ition, assumption A\ 
is satisfied, then the convergence is uniform in Q, that is supö€@ |T$^(M, 0) — 

A 0 as n —• oo. 
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Proof. Let 

Dn(x,  y )  =  Fg» (x + ~ F#>(x)-

By conditioning on £1, 

Pim) (* » y) = P (6 ̂  x> n K m) ̂  y) 

= J_ (l - P(m("»m) > y|6 = s)^jfe»(s)ds 

= /'„ fl - E ("J1) fl.(.,»y(l - B-(*. j /l-«* 

= f r p^(S,t)dtds, if 0 < y < oo, 
J—oo JO 

where 

pim)(x,y) = E (Y) ̂ ^-^y)^1-1Mwïr*-' 

-E (n^) D̂n&yY^tt-Dn&y))"-1-3 fA*)fe»(*+^) 

= Cm1) ̂ Iön(a'y)m"1 /*(*)/^(x+;rh) • 

Likewise, by conditioning on £i, 

P (6 < X, »7i (n, m) = oo) = f q^n)(s)ds, 
J —OO 

where 

<t\ ' )  = E f""1) c - F ' (")Y 
j=0 \ •? 1 

Define 

H™(M,N,0)  =  ÌÈW(Mn,m,0))  
n i=i 

and 

H^\M, N, 0) = f^f^M,N(^^jp(m)(x,y)dydx 

where 
-M if tf(x)  < -M 
«(*) if — M <  ̂ ( i )  <  N 

N if N < (x) 
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The random variables j*t(n, m, 0), i = 1,2, are exchangeable. Hence 

= £[*M,iv(zi(n,m,0))], 

Var = ^ar[tfMiN(2l(n,m,0))] 

H Coo (zi(«, m, 0 ) ) ,  (*2(1, m ,  0))] •  
n 

As X > 0, is a bounded continuous function and since, by assumption 
Ai,  z(n,m ,0 ,x ,y)  —>• y f$(x) /m and p^(x,y)  —• p^m \x iy)  as n -¥ 00, for almost 
all (x, y) € R x i?+, it follows from Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem 
that 

E[^M,N{zi{nìmìB))]= j f ^M > N{z(n ìrn ì9 ìx ìy))p <^\ x ìy)dydx 
J~oo JO 

/

oo 
lini <Pjif,jv(*(n,0,x,y))çjim)(x)</s -OO V-+°° 

- i f  f  ( ^ ^ \ p ( m ) ( x , y ) d y d x  
J—00 JO \ Tfl J 

= HÌm)(M,N,9). 

Similarly, it can be shown that 

E [VM,N (zi(n,m,0)) • ^ M, N{z2(n,m,0))] ->• Hy(M,N,0)2, n -» 00, 

so that 

Cov [$m,w (z i (n ,  m, 9)) , <&MtN (z 2 (n , m, 0))] ->-0, n -»• 00. 

Thus, £ W, 0)] -> H^\m, N,6) and Var [H $ { M , N , 0 ) \  -> 0 imply
ing 

i4m2(M,jV,0)4/4m)(M,iV,0) as n —• 00. 

Since supn fl V ^ ( N , $ )  -> 0 and supe Vq , m \ N , 0 )  —»• 0 as N -> 00, by Lemma 2 
and Lemma 3 respectively, the first part of the lemma follows by the inequalities 

H$(M, N, 0) - N, 0) - Vt\N, 0) 

<T^(M,0)-Tim)(M,9) 

< H$(M, N, 9) + vg>(iv, 6) - 4m)(M, N, 0). 

The second part of the lemma, the uniform convergence, was shown in Ran-
neby and Ekström (1997) for t he special case m = 1. The proof when m > 1 is 
almost identical (only a change of notation is needed) and is therefore not given 
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here. • 

By combining the results from Lemma 4 and Theorem 2, we are now able to 
prove the main theorem. 

Proof of Theorem 2. Let S > 0 be arbitrary and denote 

4m)(0°) - sup TÌm){M,6) = a(M,S). 

By assumption A3, there exists an integer Mi such that a(M, S) > 0 for all M > 
Mi. Put e = a(Mi,S). If ^ is not strictly increasing, then let C = sup(>0 ^(<). 
Otherwise, let C — 0. Now, 

s&m = ({««.))-« fco))) 

< I" g ' max (-M, * (2±i (F,  fcj+„,) -F, fc,•,)))) 

< + i (max (c,<t (^)+) + "*J , 

so if n is chosen so large that c„ < e/4 and (max(C, $((n+l)/m)+) + mM)/n < 
e/4, then 

4Ï fagg) > sfc1 (SU) 4"V) - §• 
It follows from Lemma 4 and Theorem 2 that 

4m)(M,ög) > rfc>(M,<?$)-e/4 

and 

Sg(0°) > Tim)(6P)-e/4, 

both hold with a probability tending to 1 as n tends to infinity. Hence, for all 
M > Mi, 

TÌm) > Tim)(0°) - e > TÌm)(0°) - a(M,8) = sup T^M.Ö) 
v ' ' eees 

holds with a probability tending to 1 as n —• oo. This implies that 

P (êtyl G {ö : 10 — ô°| < ä}) —>1 as n —> 00, 

and since S is arbitrary the theorem follows. • 
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